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After the war: war crimes trials and remembrance culture
In one of the so-called „Rastatter trials“ from 9th December, 1946, to 21st November, 1947, and in the 1962 Hechingen war crimes trials witnesses and participants of
the Natzweiler satellite camp were interviewed, those accused of crimes were charged. Some of the perpetrators were sentenced to death, which were carried out. Others were sentenced to prison terms or set free. Some were able to escape and thus
escaped punishment. After acquittal or early-terminated prison sentences, most of
the security guards decribed as being brutal, but also leaders, later led normal middle-class lives somewhere in Germany. The brutal Spaichingen camp leader Helmut
Schnabel, who after a revision process in 1969 had to serve only two years in prison.
The population was forced by the Allies to deal with the atrocities of the National
Socialists and at the Spaichingen Town Hall there was a notice with pictures from the
concentration camps. Former party members had to participate in the exhumation
of the mass graves in Schörzingen.
The French occupation erected a wooden cross in 1945 on the railway line at the
mass grave of 30 concentration camp victims.Two memorial stones with the names of
the victims followed in 1946. In 1963, the memorial of the Tuttlingen sculptor Roland
Martin was solemnly inaugurated as the „Concentration Camp Memorial“. At various commemorative events of the municipality, the churches and committed citizens
of Spaichingen, people come together to commemorate the victims together. City
tours and various information boards in the city area are reminiscent of the Spaichingen concentration camp, the path of suffering of the prisoners and their workplace
at the Lehmgrube for the Metallwerke Spaichingen.
The association „Initiative KZ Gedenken Spaichingen e.V.“, founded in 2017, is a member of the „Verbund der Gedenkstätten des KZ Komplexes Natzweiler“ (VGKN) and
is dedicated to the research and memory of the events surrounding the Spaichingen
concentration camp and its victims. Since 2018, the memorial has been awarded the
„European Heritage Label“ as part of the Natzweiler complex.The reorganization of
the memorial by the city of Spaichingen was inaugurated on 29.9.2019.

